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Outline
This Talk.

High granularity for LC and LHC 
• Particle Flow and pile-up 

The HGCAL upgrade of the CMS endcap calorimeter 
• Detector design  
• New challenges 

SiPM-on-tile - technology  
• State of the art and on-going work 



From LC…
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Particle Flow Paradigm
Tackle the jet energy challenge.

Today all linear collider detector concepts follow particle flow concept

EJET = EECAL + EHCAL EJET = ETRACK + Eγ + En 

n
π+

γ
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Particle Flow Paradigm
Tackle the jet energy challenge.

Chapter 1
SiD Concept Overview

1.1 SiD Philosophy

SiD [63] is a general-purpose detector designed to perform precision measurements at a Linear Collider.
It satisfies the challenging detector requirements that are described in the Common Section. SiD is
based on the PFA paradigm, an algorithm by which the reconstruction of both charged and neutral
particles is accomplished by an optimised combination of tracking and calorimetry. The net result
is a significantly more precise jet energy measurement that results in a di-jet mass resolution good
enough to distinguish between W and Z hadronic decays.

SiD (Figures II-1.1, II-1.2) is a compact detector based on a powerful silicon pixel vertex
detector, silicon tracking, silicon-tungsten electromagnetic calorimetry (ECAL) and highly segmented
hadronic calorimetry (HCAL). SiD also incorporates a high-field solenoid, iron flux return, and a muon
identification system. The use of silicon sensors in the vertex, tracking and calorimetry enables a
unique integrated tracking system ideally suited to particle flow.

Figure II-1.1
SiD on its platform,
showing tracking (red),
ECAL (green), HCAL
(violet) and flux return
(blue).

The choice of silicon detectors for tracking and vertexing ensures that SiD is robust with respect
to beam backgrounds or beam loss, provides superior charged particle momentum resolution, and
eliminates out-of-time tracks and backgrounds. The main tracking detector and calorimeters are
“live” only during each single bunch crossing, so beam-related backgrounds and low-pT backgrounds
from gg processes will be reduced to the minimum possible levels. The SiD calorimetry is optimised
for excellent jet energy measurement using the PFA technique. The complete tracking and calorimeter
systems are contained within a superconducting solenoid, which has a 5 T field strength, enabling the
overall compact design. The coil is located within a layered iron structure that returns the magnetic

57
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High Granularity and Pile-up
Particle flow with harsher backgrounds.

Studied intensively for CLIC: backgrounds from γγ → hadrons and short BX 0.5 ns 
• Overlay γγ events from 60 BX, take sub-detector specific integration times, multi-hit capability and time-

stamping accuracy into account 
• Apply combination of topological, pt and timing cuts on cluster level (sub-ns accuracy) 
High granularity essential for pile-up rejection capabilities

Z @ 1 TeV + 1.4 TeV BG (reconstructed particles)
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Figure 7: Energy (left) and mass (right) distributions of reconstructed W at an energy of 500 GeV. Separate distribu-
tions are shown for events without background and for events with 60 BX of background before and after application
of Tight PFO selection cuts.

bias the reconstructed jet axis towards the beam axis.
Consequently, the reconstructed di-jet mass distribution
is badly distorted. With the PFO selection, a narrow
W mass peak is recovered. It is found that the differ-
ences between the three PFO selection cuts are small
and henceforth only the Tight cuts are considered.

The energy and mass resolutions were studied by cal-
culating the RMS90 and mean90 for the distributions of
jet energy and jet mass. With the overlay of 60 BX
of background, the energy and mass distributions were
distorted and the tails became more prominent. The
RMS90 method to calculate the resolution is robust
against these changes,whilst considering all features of
the distribution, not just the main part of the peak. The
resolutions given in this section are therefore purely a
measure of peak quality, but cannot be used directly to
assess the power to distinguish between W and Z parti-
cles. This is addressed in Section 7.2.

Figure 8 shows the energy and mass resolution of the
reconstructed W as a function of the W energy. Separate
distributions are shown for the samples without back-
ground, for the samples with 60 BX of background and
for the samples with 2⇥60 BX of background. With-
out background, the resolutions are comparable to those
obtained in the study described in Section 6, without
jet reconstruction. In the presence of background, the
degradation of the energy resolution at lower energies

is significant. With increasing W energy, the impact of
the background on the energy resolution becomes rather
small. As the mass resolution is more sensitive to the jet
quality, the background still leads to appreciable degra-
dation of the mass resolution, even at higher energies.
The additional degradation upon moving from 60 BX to
2⇥60 BX of background is rather small.

7.2. W and Z Separation

A key requirement for the physics programme at
CLIC is the ability to separate hadronic W and Z
decays. For this purpose, the di-jet mass distribu-
tions obtained from the simulated W decays were com-
pared to those obtained from Z decays using simulated
e+e� ! ZZ ! ⌫⌫qq events. As for the W datasets, fully
simulated and reconstructed events were available with
Z energies of 125, 250, 500 and 1000 GeV. Samples
were produced without background and with 60 BX
and 2⇥60 BX of overlaid ��! hadrons background.
The same reconstruction and selection procedure was
used and the reconstruction performance was found to
be very similar to that obtained for the Ws. Figure 9
shows the reconstructed mass peaks for W and Z par-
ticles with an energy of 500 GeV. Without background,
there is clear separation between the peaks. With 60 BX
of background, the separation is somewhat degraded.

10

EW = 500 GeV
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Technologies for Highly Granular Calorimeters
Because we can.

Large area silicon arrays 
•  silicon calorimetry grows out of the domain of small plug devices 

New segmented gas amplification structures (RPC, GEM, µMs) 
Silicon photomultipliers on scintillator tiles or strips

small, B-insensitive, cheap, robust

1mm2 SiPM

3x3cm2 tile



… to LHC
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Pile-up and Radiation Damage

• Constant term grows to 10% 
• The clock is ticking…

From sunny beaches to squalls and breaking seas

inst. Lum x5 
expect 140-200 pile-up 

23/03/2017 6

Why upgrading the calorimeters?

Relative response of the existing 
ECAL endcaps

Expected ECAL energy resolution 
after 3000 fb-1

With the current technology
signal yield deteriorated by radiation-induced effects
Mitigated by laser monitoring, but only to a certain point
 →Impact on the energy resolution
 →Constant term: 10% at the end of HL-LHC

Laser monitoring

23/03/2017 8

Ahat is needed? Precision timing

Beam spot space-time pro7le Space-time view of the vertices

Interactions are spread over space 
and time
100 – 200 ps 

Disentangle overlapping vertices 
with precise timing
Key resolution: 10-30 ps

t 
(n

s)

Need 10-30 ps  
timing resolution

Integr. Lum. x10 
~1x1016 1 MeV neq cm-2 @ 3ab-1 

and up to 2 MGy absorbed dose 
in endcap calorimeters

J-B Sauvan
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HGCAL Motivation and Timeline

Higher luminosity at the energy frontier AND 
Better detectors - new physics capabilities 
HL-LHC: 300 -> 3000 fb-1 to start end of 2026 

• Emphasis moves to vector boson fusion 
initiated processes: WW collider 

• Narrow and merged jets, isolated objects 
• Maintain trigger thresholds and sensitivity 

Technical proposal 2015 
• Decision plastic scintillator for CE-H: Nov 2016 
• Decision SiPM-on-tile Mar 2017 
TDR submitted Nov 2017 
• LHCC review Feb 2018, approved 
• EDR end 2020 
Largely building on CALICE developments

High Granularity Endcap Calorimeter for CMS.
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Case for High Granularity

• Cell sizes dictated by calibration needs 
• Silicon: small capacitance and noise, scintillator: high light yield

Physics, and Calibration

• Molière radius 28mm 
• but showers in early stage much smaller

140 PU 
in CMS
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The Power of High Granularity at the LHC
VBF jets + H →γγ: 720 GeV jet, 175 GeV photon

Pileup <140>

(Next	slides)	layer	by	layer	
development	of	showers.	VBF	jet	
carries	720	GeV	(pT	=	118	GeV)	
along	with	a	photon	with	175	
GeV	(pT	=	22	GeV).	Most	of	
energy	in	the	very	narrow	VBF	jet	
carried	by	three	particles	(two	
charged	pions	and	one	photon)	
impacting	the	calorimeter	within	
1	cm	of	each	other.
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Pile-up rejection
Granularity and timing: a 5D detector 

No timing cut

VBF (H→γγ) event with one photon and one VBF jet in the same quadrant, 

γ

VBF 
jet

Cut Δt < 90ps   (3σ at 30ps)

Made possible by CE electronics design aimed at making use of fast 
silicon sensor response and multi-MIP energy deposits in showers

Plots show cells with Q > 12fC  (~3.5 MIPs @300µm - threshold for timing 
measurement) projected to the front face of the endcap calorimeter.  
Concept: identify high-energy clusters, then make timing cut to retain hits of interest

D.Barney



Challenges

“There are no show-stoppers; it is all just engineering” 

“HGCAL is perhaps the most challenging  
         engineering project ever undertaken in particle physics” 
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HGCAL Silicon and SiPM-on-Tile
Driven by radiation levels

1.2. Requirements for the HGCAL upgrade 13

Figure 1.2: Fluence, parameterized as a fluence of 1 MeV equivalent neutrons, accumulated in
HGCAL after an integrated luminosity of3000 fb�1, simulated using the FLUKA program, and
shown as a two-dimensional map in the radial and longitudinal coordinates, r and z.

1.2 Requirements for the HGCAL upgrade
Preserving good performance over the full lifetime will require good (at the level of a few
percent) inter-cell calibration. Adequate calibration accuracy can best be achieved if minimum-
ionizing particles (MIPs) can be cleanly detected in each cell. This requires a good signal-to-
noise ratio (S/N) for MIPs after3000 fb�1, necessitating the use of low-capacitance silicon cells,
of a small size (⇡0.5–1 cm2), and scintillator cells of a small enough size for high light collection
efficiency and S/N, resulting in a high lateral granularity. Fine longitudinal sampling is needed
to provide good energy resolution, especially when using thin active layers (100–300 µm thick
Si sensors). The fine lateral and longitudinal granularity leads to a high cell count. The main
requirements for the HGCAL upgrade can be summarized as follows:

• radiation tolerance: fully preserve the energy resolution after3000 fb�1, requiring good
inter-cell calibration (⇡3%) using minimum-ionizing particles,

• dense calorimeter: to preserve lateral compactness of showers,
• fine lateral granularity: for low energy equivalent of electronics noise so as to give a

high enough S/N to allow MIP calibration, to help with two shower separation and
the observation of narrow jets, as well as limiting the region used for energy mea-
surement to minimize the inclusion of energy from particles originating in pileup
interactions,

• fine longitudinal granularity: enabling fine sampling of the longitudinal development
of showers, providing good electromagnetic energy resolution (e.g. for H ! gg),
pattern recognition, and discrimination against pileup,

• precision measurement of the time of high energy showers: to obtain precise timing from
each cell with a significant amount of deposited energy, aiding rejection of energy
from pileup, and the identification of the vertex of the triggering interaction,

• ability to contribute to the level-1 trigger decision.

1.4.
Longitudinalstructure

ofthe
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Figure 1.5: Longitudinal cross section of the upper half of one endcap calorimeter. It consists of an electromagnetic compartment (CE-E)
followed by a hadronic compartment (CE-H). The green region to the lower left is instrumented with silicon detectors and the blue region
to the upper right with scintillator tiles.

18 Chapter 1. Introduction and overview

In the CE-H, the radius, as a function of layer, at which the active medium changes from silicon
sensors to plastic scintillator, as indicated in Fig.1.5, is determined by considerations of the
radiation level. Sufficient margin must be allowed so that the radiation dose (Fig. 1.1) induced
light loss in the scintillators does not exceed a reasonable amount (50%), whilst the neutron
fluence (Fig. 1.2) does not exceed 8⇥1013 neq/cm2, so the energy equivalent of the electronics
noise, due to increased SiPM leakage current and light loss, is kept low enough to allow a good
measurement of the MIP response. More details are given in Section 2.3.

The parameter values of the design are summarized in Table 1.1. Further details of the sili-
con sensor cells, the scintillator tiles, scintillator properties, and the SiPMs are summarized in
Tables 2.1–2.5.

Table 1.1: HGCAL parameters. The values for area, channel count, modules, and partial mod-
ules are the totals for both endcaps. The weight and the number of planes refer to a single
endcap.

CE-E CE-H
Si Si Scintillator

Area (m2) 368 215 487
Channels (k) 3916 1939 389
Si modules (Tileboards) 16 008 8868 (3960)
Partial modules 1008 1452 –
Weight (t) 23 205
Si-only planes 28 8
Mixed (Si+Scint) planes 16

The rest of Part I is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes the active elements, namely sil-
icon sensors, and plastic scintillator tiles that are read out directly by silicon photomultipliers
(SiPM); it also describes the construction of silicon modules and SiPM-on-tile modules. Chap-
ter 3 outlines the electrical and electronics systems including the trigger primitive generation
and back-end electronics. Chapter 4 gives an overview of the mechanical engineering includ-
ing the structural design, the cassettes, and the assembly and installation. Chapter 5 presents
the current status of the reconstruction and detector performance studies including those for L1
triggering. Lastly Chapter 6 outlines the project timeline and milestones, the cost and funding,
and the project organization and institutional responsibilities.

~ same 
~ / 15 
~ / 5 

~ same HGCROC 
same DAQ 
same power 
same cooling  
same cassette

Cooling power @ -35 oC: 300 kW
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Longitudinal Structure
28 silicon, 8 silicon and 16 mixed silicon scintillator layers.
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Heavy Engineering

• CE-E: stacking, CE-H: drawers 
• Structure cantilevered from yoke 

Assembly concepts.
CE-E

CE-H
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Silicon sensors

• Thinner sensors in more irradiated 
areas 

• Work towards 8 inch wafers with 
Japanese and European industry

600 m2

8’' prototype from Infineon
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HGCAL Silicon Part

• 8’ wafers (prototypes 6’) 
• 3 thicknesses: 120µm, 200µm, 300µm 
• 2 cell sizes: 1.18 cm2 and 0.52 cm2  
• limited by power and cooling considerations 
• Motherboards carry trigger and data 

concentrators plus DCDC converters

CE-E and CE-H
26 Chapter 2. Active elements

Tracker and HGCAL types. So far these have been based on a silicon-on-silicon process with
Si-to-Si wafer bonding. As compared to the standard process for the sensor production this has
the advantage of enabling sensor production of varying active thickness in a transparent way.
As part of their ongoing process optimization, Novati is also working towards mitigating any
possible cost implications related to the additional steps required by this technique, in order to
ensure a cost-effective solution.

2.2 Silicon modules
The HGCAL requires approximately 27 000 silicon detector modules to be assembled and in-
stalled in its electromagnetic (CE-E) section and part of the hadron (CE-H) section. A CE-E
module is a stack of components, as shown in Fig. 2.6: (i) baseplate, (ii) Kapton-gold sheet, (iii)
silicon sensor, and (iv) the printed circuit board (PCB), labeled the hexaboard, with front-end
electronics. All of these components have roughly the same area as the sensor.

Figure 2.6: CE-E silicon module, showing stacked layers.

A study of mechanical mockups of 8” modules demonstrates that the module is pressed onto
the cooling surface by the differential cooling of the differing material layers, improving ther-
mal contact. Calculated stresses on the module were found to be three orders of magnitude
below the point at which breakage would occur.

We have been using 6” modules (i.e. modules produced using sensors manufactured on 6”
wafers) for prototyping and for measurements in test beams. Figure 2.7 shows a completed 6”
module.

The baseplate has precise reference holes for precision assembly and placement onto the cas-
settes. For the CE-E the baseplate material is a sintered WCu metal matrix composite. The
copper provides excellent thermal conductivity (TC), the tungsten reduces the coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE) to align it more closely with that of the silicon, and together they
form a short radiation-length material that is a significant component of the CE-E absorber. For
the CE-H modules, the baseplate material is high-TC carbon fibre. It serves similar purposes
except that it does not contribute significantly to the CE-H absorber material.

The WCu baseplates are specified to have uniform thickness of 1.40±0.03 mm, with faces that
are flat to within ±50 µm.

2.3. Plastic scintillators and photodetection 27

Figure 2.7: Six-inch module on carrier plate prior to wirebonding and encapsulation. The elec-
tronics packages seen on the PCB are four SKIROC2-CMS front end readout chips, used for the
beam test, and an FPGA. The corners of the PCB and the sensor under the PCB are removed to
provide direct access to the mounting holes on the baseplate.

A 105 µm thick Kapton foil coated with a thin layer of gold is epoxied to the baseplate, very
nearly covering it completely. The thin layer of gold, on the exposed side of the Kapton, is used
to provide the HV bias connection to the sensor back-plane through a conducting epoxy bond.
The Kapton itself provides electrical insulation of the sensor back-plane from the baseplate,
which is held at ground.

The silicon sensors and the hexaboard are hexagonal with small cutouts at each of the six cor-
ners. The cutouts provide access to the positioning and mounting holes in the baseplate. They
also provide access to a portion of the Kapton-Au layer for wirebond connections to the hex-
aboard, for the biasing of the sensor back-plane. The hexaboard will contain the HGCROC
front-end readout ASICs (Section 3.1.2). The signals from the sensor pads are routed to the
HGCROC for on-board signal digitization. Holes in the hexaboard expose the region around
the intersections of groups of up to four pads. The layout of the module hexaboard for a 432
channel sensor, and a zoomed view of the wirebond holes, are shown in Fig. 2.8.

The baseplate, Kapton, silicon sensor, and hexaboard are bonded together with epoxy to form
a single physical unit. Sets of multiple wirebonds are made between an Au bonding pad on the
hexaboard and each sensor pad, the Au-Kapton layer that provides backplane biasing, and the
sensor guard rings. The wirebonds are protected by encapsulating them with a clear, radiation
tolerant silicon elastomer. An example of the wirebonds in the prototype modules for beam
tests is shown in Fig. 2.9. An automated assembly process has been developed with high-rate
production in mind; it is fully described in Section 7.2.

A rigorous quality control system is necessary to achieve high yield during production; this is
described in Section 7.2.2.2.

2.3 Plastic scintillators and photodetection
As previously stated, the replacement of the hadronic section of the current CMS endcap calori-
meter (HE) is required due to the significant signal loss that will occur even before the HL-LHC
running period begins. The specifications for the scintillator section of the HGCAL are driven
by the requirement that it be possible to calibrate the detector throughout its life using MIPs.
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SiPM-on-Tile segmentation

• Higher dose (<200 kRad) - smaller tile area - more signal  
• Higher fluence (<5e13 n/cm2)  - larger SiPM area - more S/N

Match radiation levels and trigger geometry

TDR Fig. 2.13

tile sizes 
2 - 5.5 cm

TDR Fig 7.25
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Irradiated SiPMs 
Pushing the limits
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MPPCs for HGCAL Neutral Irrad. Studies

see comprehensive report from D. Lomidze (circulated by Felix)
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• Characterisation is a challenge in itself 
• Several groups, several manufacturers 
• After irradiation dark rates go up to GHz 

range 
• PDE reduction due to noise 

occupancy 
• baseline shifts, self-heating 
• cooling, bias protection
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2.3.3 SiPM-on-tile design

As discussed above, the design requirements for the detector are set by the necessity of main-
taining the ability to calibrate individual tiles using minimum-ionizing particles through the
life of the calorimeter. In addition, it is important that the services of the scintillator calori-
meter be compact and not use too large a volume at the outer edge of the calorimeter. After
consideration of several designs, the SiPM-on-tile technology used in the CALICE AHCAL
prototypes [15] was identified as the most cost-effective solution that also provided adequate
performance for particle tracking and identification.

The SiPM-on-tile technology utilizes direct readout of the light from the scintillator tile by a
SiPM that collects the light through a dimple in the surface of the tile. The dimple provides
mechanical space for the mounting of the SiPM and improves the uniformity of response across
the tile by reducing the response for particles which pass very near the SiPM compared with
those at a larger distance [16]. A drawing of a typical square tile developed by CALICE is
shown in Fig. 2.11, and a photograph is shown in Fig. 2.12.

Figure 2.11: Parameter drawing of typical square tiles developed by the CALICE Collabora-
tion. Tiles for the CMS endcap calorimeter will be ring-sections rather than squares due to the
geometry of the endcap.

Figure 2.12: Example of three CALICE 3 ⇥ 3 cm2 scintillator tiles mounted on a PCB that holds
one SiPM per tile. The left two scintillators are unwrapped to show the SiPM within the small
dome at the centre of the tile, while right-most tile is wrapped with reflective foil.

A MIP traversing an undamaged 3 cm ⇥ 3 cm ⇥ 3 mm tile has been shown to generate >20
photoelectrons by the CALICE Collaboration. Our test beam measurements, described in Sec-
tion 7.3.2.2, confirm this performance and demonstrate several important geometric relation-
ships: (i) the magnitude of the MIP signal is proportional to 1/

p
Atile, the inverse square root
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replaced by scintillator/SiPM panels, and the fraction of scintillator used grows progressively
toward the back of the CE-H. The scintillator area fraction varies from 40% in CE-H layer 9 to
90% in layers 16-24. These mixed cassettes follow a design similar to the silicon sensor cassettes.

The geometry of the 30 � CE-H cassettes is illustrated in Fig. 4.3, which shows a cassette with
both silicon and scintillator sensors. The cassettes are made in pairs such that full hexagon
silicon modules can be used along both radial edges. The scintillator sections are constructed
as simple 30 � wedges with radial edges to match the r � f geometry of the scintillator tiles,
described in Section 2.3. Each cassette is built and tested as a complete stand-alone unit with all
detector elements, electronics and cooling loop. At the point of insertion into the CE-H absorber
(Section 4.6) the cassette pair is combined into a single 60 � insertion unit with a geometry
similar to the monolithic 60 � CE-E cassette described above.

Figure 4.3: A pair of 30 � mixed silicon/scintillator cassettes ready to be joined into a 60 � unit
for insertion. This example corresponds CE-H layer 12.

The three different types of cassettes – CE-E, CE-H (silicon) and CE-H (mixed) – have different
thicknesses determined by their respective components: cooling plate, silicon or scintillator
sensors, electronics, and covers/absorbers. The longitudinal layout of materials in the three
types of cassettes is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. The respective nominal thicknesses are 24.4 mm,
13.0 mm and 14.9 mm, with the exception of the last CE-H cassette in which the downstream
2.8 mm thick Pb/steel absorber is replaced by a 1 mm copper cover. A 1 mm nominal clearance
is provided between the CE-H cassettes and the adjacent absorber layers. These dimensions,
together with the CE-H absorber thicknesses, determine the longitudinal segmentation shown
in Fig. 1.5.

More complete details of the design, assembly and testing of the cassettes are given in Sec-
tion 9.2.

4.3 Structural design
The mechanical structure of the endcap calorimeter, shown in Figs. 1.5 and 1.4, consists of
a set of steel disks that are the absorber material for the hadron calorimeter, a structure for
supporting the stack of cassettes for the electromagnetic calorimeter that include the absorbers
as an integral part of the cassette, and a polyethylene neutron moderator, whose purpose is
to reduce the neutron flux in the Tracker. The structure is cantilevered from the nose of the
first endcap disk of the iron yoke of CMS, YE1. The structural design is summarized here; it is

tile sizes 2 cm  - 5.5 cm
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Tracker and HGCAL types. So far these have been based on a silicon-on-silicon process with
Si-to-Si wafer bonding. As compared to the standard process for the sensor production this has
the advantage of enabling sensor production of varying active thickness in a transparent way.
As part of their ongoing process optimization, Novati is also working towards mitigating any
possible cost implications related to the additional steps required by this technique, in order to
ensure a cost-effective solution.

2.2 Silicon modules
The HGCAL requires approximately 27 000 silicon detector modules to be assembled and in-
stalled in its electromagnetic (CE-E) section and part of the hadron (CE-H) section. A CE-E
module is a stack of components, as shown in Fig. 2.6: (i) baseplate, (ii) Kapton-gold sheet, (iii)
silicon sensor, and (iv) the printed circuit board (PCB), labeled the hexaboard, with front-end
electronics. All of these components have roughly the same area as the sensor.

Figure 2.6: CE-E silicon module, showing stacked layers.

A study of mechanical mockups of 8” modules demonstrates that the module is pressed onto
the cooling surface by the differential cooling of the differing material layers, improving ther-
mal contact. Calculated stresses on the module were found to be three orders of magnitude
below the point at which breakage would occur.

We have been using 6” modules (i.e. modules produced using sensors manufactured on 6”
wafers) for prototyping and for measurements in test beams. Figure 2.7 shows a completed 6”
module.

The baseplate has precise reference holes for precision assembly and placement onto the cas-
settes. For the CE-E the baseplate material is a sintered WCu metal matrix composite. The
copper provides excellent thermal conductivity (TC), the tungsten reduces the coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE) to align it more closely with that of the silicon, and together they
form a short radiation-length material that is a significant component of the CE-E absorber. For
the CE-H modules, the baseplate material is high-TC carbon fibre. It serves similar purposes
except that it does not contribute significantly to the CE-H absorber material.

The WCu baseplates are specified to have uniform thickness of 1.40±0.03 mm, with faces that
are flat to within ±50 µm.
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2.3.3 SiPM-on-tile design

As discussed above, the design requirements for the detector are set by the necessity of main-
taining the ability to calibrate individual tiles using minimum-ionizing particles through the
life of the calorimeter. In addition, it is important that the services of the scintillator calori-
meter be compact and not use too large a volume at the outer edge of the calorimeter. After
consideration of several designs, the SiPM-on-tile technology used in the CALICE AHCAL
prototypes [15] was identified as the most cost-effective solution that also provided adequate
performance for particle tracking and identification.

The SiPM-on-tile technology utilizes direct readout of the light from the scintillator tile by a
SiPM that collects the light through a dimple in the surface of the tile. The dimple provides
mechanical space for the mounting of the SiPM and improves the uniformity of response across
the tile by reducing the response for particles which pass very near the SiPM compared with
those at a larger distance [16]. A drawing of a typical square tile developed by CALICE is
shown in Fig. 2.11, and a photograph is shown in Fig. 2.12.

Figure 2.11: Parameter drawing of typical square tiles developed by the CALICE Collabora-
tion. Tiles for the CMS endcap calorimeter will be ring-sections rather than squares due to the
geometry of the endcap.

Figure 2.12: Example of three CALICE 3 ⇥ 3 cm2 scintillator tiles mounted on a PCB that holds
one SiPM per tile. The left two scintillators are unwrapped to show the SiPM within the small
dome at the centre of the tile, while right-most tile is wrapped with reflective foil.

A MIP traversing an undamaged 3 cm ⇥ 3 cm ⇥ 3 mm tile has been shown to generate >20
photoelectrons by the CALICE Collaboration. Our test beam measurements, described in Sec-
tion 7.3.2.2, confirm this performance and demonstrate several important geometric relation-
ships: (i) the magnitude of the MIP signal is proportional to 1/
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replaced by scintillator/SiPM panels, and the fraction of scintillator used grows progressively
toward the back of the CE-H. The scintillator area fraction varies from 40% in CE-H layer 9 to
90% in layers 16-24. These mixed cassettes follow a design similar to the silicon sensor cassettes.

The geometry of the 30 � CE-H cassettes is illustrated in Fig. 4.3, which shows a cassette with
both silicon and scintillator sensors. The cassettes are made in pairs such that full hexagon
silicon modules can be used along both radial edges. The scintillator sections are constructed
as simple 30 � wedges with radial edges to match the r � f geometry of the scintillator tiles,
described in Section 2.3. Each cassette is built and tested as a complete stand-alone unit with all
detector elements, electronics and cooling loop. At the point of insertion into the CE-H absorber
(Section 4.6) the cassette pair is combined into a single 60 � insertion unit with a geometry
similar to the monolithic 60 � CE-E cassette described above.

Figure 4.3: A pair of 30 � mixed silicon/scintillator cassettes ready to be joined into a 60 � unit
for insertion. This example corresponds CE-H layer 12.

The three different types of cassettes – CE-E, CE-H (silicon) and CE-H (mixed) – have different
thicknesses determined by their respective components: cooling plate, silicon or scintillator
sensors, electronics, and covers/absorbers. The longitudinal layout of materials in the three
types of cassettes is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. The respective nominal thicknesses are 24.4 mm,
13.0 mm and 14.9 mm, with the exception of the last CE-H cassette in which the downstream
2.8 mm thick Pb/steel absorber is replaced by a 1 mm copper cover. A 1 mm nominal clearance
is provided between the CE-H cassettes and the adjacent absorber layers. These dimensions,
together with the CE-H absorber thicknesses, determine the longitudinal segmentation shown
in Fig. 1.5.

More complete details of the design, assembly and testing of the cassettes are given in Sec-
tion 9.2.

4.3 Structural design
The mechanical structure of the endcap calorimeter, shown in Figs. 1.5 and 1.4, consists of
a set of steel disks that are the absorber material for the hadron calorimeter, a structure for
supporting the stack of cassettes for the electromagnetic calorimeter that include the absorbers
as an integral part of the cassette, and a polyethylene neutron moderator, whose purpose is
to reduce the neutron flux in the Tracker. The structure is cantilevered from the nose of the
first endcap disk of the iron yoke of CMS, YE1. The structural design is summarized here; it is
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Figure 9.6: A pair of 30 � CE-H cassettes with both silicon and scintillator sensors just prior to
being joined into a 60 � unit for insertion into the absorber. The small cut regions at the outer
corners of the cassettes provide clearance with respect to the absorber mechanical structure.
(See Section 9.3.2.) This example corresponds CE-H layer 12.
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Figure 9.7: Schematic diagram of the assembly of a mixed cassette, with silicon sensor module
plus motherboard on the left and SiPM tile board on the right. The thickness of each component
layer is indicated.

sette with silicon sensors on both sides of the cooling plate. The layout of the modules on the
two sides of the cassette is illustrated in Fig. 9.8. High-density (432 channels for a full hexagon)
modules are used toward the inner radius and low-density (192 channels for a full hexagon) are
used at larger radius. Two types of partial modules are used to improve the tiling at the inner
and outer radii, with 50% and 80% of the area of a full hexagon respectively. The two sides of a
CE-E cassette differ in two important respects. First, the outer ring of modules, corresponding
roughly to trigger tower 18 of the current detector, are not installed on the downstream side
(right side of Fig. 9.8). Second, trigger electronics are not implemented on the downstream
side, resulting in lower power dissipation. The power dissipated by each module type is indi-
cated in Fig. 9.8, assuming 20 mW/channel on the upstream side and 16 mW/channel on the
downstream side. To this is added an allowance of 20% for resistive losses in the motherboards
and losses in the low-voltage regulators. In addition, an estimated leakage current of 10 µA

tile sizes 2 cm  - 5.5 cm
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Tracker and HGCAL types. So far these have been based on a silicon-on-silicon process with
Si-to-Si wafer bonding. As compared to the standard process for the sensor production this has
the advantage of enabling sensor production of varying active thickness in a transparent way.
As part of their ongoing process optimization, Novati is also working towards mitigating any
possible cost implications related to the additional steps required by this technique, in order to
ensure a cost-effective solution.

2.2 Silicon modules
The HGCAL requires approximately 27 000 silicon detector modules to be assembled and in-
stalled in its electromagnetic (CE-E) section and part of the hadron (CE-H) section. A CE-E
module is a stack of components, as shown in Fig. 2.6: (i) baseplate, (ii) Kapton-gold sheet, (iii)
silicon sensor, and (iv) the printed circuit board (PCB), labeled the hexaboard, with front-end
electronics. All of these components have roughly the same area as the sensor.

Figure 2.6: CE-E silicon module, showing stacked layers.

A study of mechanical mockups of 8” modules demonstrates that the module is pressed onto
the cooling surface by the differential cooling of the differing material layers, improving ther-
mal contact. Calculated stresses on the module were found to be three orders of magnitude
below the point at which breakage would occur.

We have been using 6” modules (i.e. modules produced using sensors manufactured on 6”
wafers) for prototyping and for measurements in test beams. Figure 2.7 shows a completed 6”
module.

The baseplate has precise reference holes for precision assembly and placement onto the cas-
settes. For the CE-E the baseplate material is a sintered WCu metal matrix composite. The
copper provides excellent thermal conductivity (TC), the tungsten reduces the coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE) to align it more closely with that of the silicon, and together they
form a short radiation-length material that is a significant component of the CE-E absorber. For
the CE-H modules, the baseplate material is high-TC carbon fibre. It serves similar purposes
except that it does not contribute significantly to the CE-H absorber material.

The WCu baseplates are specified to have uniform thickness of 1.40±0.03 mm, with faces that
are flat to within ±50 µm.
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2.3.3 SiPM-on-tile design

As discussed above, the design requirements for the detector are set by the necessity of main-
taining the ability to calibrate individual tiles using minimum-ionizing particles through the
life of the calorimeter. In addition, it is important that the services of the scintillator calori-
meter be compact and not use too large a volume at the outer edge of the calorimeter. After
consideration of several designs, the SiPM-on-tile technology used in the CALICE AHCAL
prototypes [15] was identified as the most cost-effective solution that also provided adequate
performance for particle tracking and identification.

The SiPM-on-tile technology utilizes direct readout of the light from the scintillator tile by a
SiPM that collects the light through a dimple in the surface of the tile. The dimple provides
mechanical space for the mounting of the SiPM and improves the uniformity of response across
the tile by reducing the response for particles which pass very near the SiPM compared with
those at a larger distance [16]. A drawing of a typical square tile developed by CALICE is
shown in Fig. 2.11, and a photograph is shown in Fig. 2.12.

Figure 2.11: Parameter drawing of typical square tiles developed by the CALICE Collabora-
tion. Tiles for the CMS endcap calorimeter will be ring-sections rather than squares due to the
geometry of the endcap.

Figure 2.12: Example of three CALICE 3 ⇥ 3 cm2 scintillator tiles mounted on a PCB that holds
one SiPM per tile. The left two scintillators are unwrapped to show the SiPM within the small
dome at the centre of the tile, while right-most tile is wrapped with reflective foil.

A MIP traversing an undamaged 3 cm ⇥ 3 cm ⇥ 3 mm tile has been shown to generate >20
photoelectrons by the CALICE Collaboration. Our test beam measurements, described in Sec-
tion 7.3.2.2, confirm this performance and demonstrate several important geometric relation-
ships: (i) the magnitude of the MIP signal is proportional to 1/
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replaced by scintillator/SiPM panels, and the fraction of scintillator used grows progressively
toward the back of the CE-H. The scintillator area fraction varies from 40% in CE-H layer 9 to
90% in layers 16-24. These mixed cassettes follow a design similar to the silicon sensor cassettes.

The geometry of the 30 � CE-H cassettes is illustrated in Fig. 4.3, which shows a cassette with
both silicon and scintillator sensors. The cassettes are made in pairs such that full hexagon
silicon modules can be used along both radial edges. The scintillator sections are constructed
as simple 30 � wedges with radial edges to match the r � f geometry of the scintillator tiles,
described in Section 2.3. Each cassette is built and tested as a complete stand-alone unit with all
detector elements, electronics and cooling loop. At the point of insertion into the CE-H absorber
(Section 4.6) the cassette pair is combined into a single 60 � insertion unit with a geometry
similar to the monolithic 60 � CE-E cassette described above.

Figure 4.3: A pair of 30 � mixed silicon/scintillator cassettes ready to be joined into a 60 � unit
for insertion. This example corresponds CE-H layer 12.

The three different types of cassettes – CE-E, CE-H (silicon) and CE-H (mixed) – have different
thicknesses determined by their respective components: cooling plate, silicon or scintillator
sensors, electronics, and covers/absorbers. The longitudinal layout of materials in the three
types of cassettes is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. The respective nominal thicknesses are 24.4 mm,
13.0 mm and 14.9 mm, with the exception of the last CE-H cassette in which the downstream
2.8 mm thick Pb/steel absorber is replaced by a 1 mm copper cover. A 1 mm nominal clearance
is provided between the CE-H cassettes and the adjacent absorber layers. These dimensions,
together with the CE-H absorber thicknesses, determine the longitudinal segmentation shown
in Fig. 1.5.

More complete details of the design, assembly and testing of the cassettes are given in Sec-
tion 9.2.

4.3 Structural design
The mechanical structure of the endcap calorimeter, shown in Figs. 1.5 and 1.4, consists of
a set of steel disks that are the absorber material for the hadron calorimeter, a structure for
supporting the stack of cassettes for the electromagnetic calorimeter that include the absorbers
as an integral part of the cassette, and a polyethylene neutron moderator, whose purpose is
to reduce the neutron flux in the Tracker. The structure is cantilevered from the nose of the
first endcap disk of the iron yoke of CMS, YE1. The structural design is summarized here; it is
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Tracker and HGCAL types. So far these have been based on a silicon-on-silicon process with
Si-to-Si wafer bonding. As compared to the standard process for the sensor production this has
the advantage of enabling sensor production of varying active thickness in a transparent way.
As part of their ongoing process optimization, Novati is also working towards mitigating any
possible cost implications related to the additional steps required by this technique, in order to
ensure a cost-effective solution.

2.2 Silicon modules
The HGCAL requires approximately 27 000 silicon detector modules to be assembled and in-
stalled in its electromagnetic (CE-E) section and part of the hadron (CE-H) section. A CE-E
module is a stack of components, as shown in Fig. 2.6: (i) baseplate, (ii) Kapton-gold sheet, (iii)
silicon sensor, and (iv) the printed circuit board (PCB), labeled the hexaboard, with front-end
electronics. All of these components have roughly the same area as the sensor.

Figure 2.6: CE-E silicon module, showing stacked layers.

A study of mechanical mockups of 8” modules demonstrates that the module is pressed onto
the cooling surface by the differential cooling of the differing material layers, improving ther-
mal contact. Calculated stresses on the module were found to be three orders of magnitude
below the point at which breakage would occur.

We have been using 6” modules (i.e. modules produced using sensors manufactured on 6”
wafers) for prototyping and for measurements in test beams. Figure 2.7 shows a completed 6”
module.

The baseplate has precise reference holes for precision assembly and placement onto the cas-
settes. For the CE-E the baseplate material is a sintered WCu metal matrix composite. The
copper provides excellent thermal conductivity (TC), the tungsten reduces the coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE) to align it more closely with that of the silicon, and together they
form a short radiation-length material that is a significant component of the CE-E absorber. For
the CE-H modules, the baseplate material is high-TC carbon fibre. It serves similar purposes
except that it does not contribute significantly to the CE-H absorber material.

The WCu baseplates are specified to have uniform thickness of 1.40±0.03 mm, with faces that
are flat to within ±50 µm.
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periphery of the cassette to land all the connectors. In order to avoid motherboards that are
too long, this is accomplished by using passive “wing” boards that connect to the motherboard
and route the signals along the periphery of the cassette as shown in Fig. 8.22. In order to allow
the motherboard assemblies to fit into the active area of the calorimeter, a shallow groove will
be milled out of the outer edge of the cooling plate.
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Figure 8.22: Cross-sectional views of the cassette showing the relative locations of the tile-
boards, the scintillator motherboard, and the cabling and wing PCBs which connect them.

8.1.7 Data formats and rates

The main data types produced by the FE electronics are for the DAQ, i.e. the event data associ-
ated with a level-1 trigger accept (L1A), and for the TPG, i.e. trigger raw data which are used
as input to the TPG. The LpGBT links provide the interface between the FE and BE electronics
systems and the data on these links are described in this section. In all cases, the rates presented
assume an average of 200 pileup events per BX and, for the DAQ case, a L1A rate of 750 kHz.
For details of the simulation used, see Section 10.3.1.2.

8.1.7.1 DAQ data format and transfer

As described in section 8.1.2.4, the DAQ data are buffered within the HGCROC ASIC for the
12.5 µs latency of the L1A. The data associated with the L1A are then zero-suppressed and
formatted for transfer to the concentrator ASIC, which forwards the data on the LpGBT links
to the off-detector DAQ system.

Figure 3.6 shows the average occupancy arising from an average of 200 pileup interactions per
bunch crossing as a function of layer and radius in the x, y plane of the layer. The occupancy is
defined to be the fractional rate at which the channel has a energy deposit above the nominal
0.5 MIP threshold for DAQ readout. It is seen that the occupancies of the sensor channels varies
by about two orders of magnitude across the HGCAL. This means that it is very difficult to have
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HGCAL tile-modules

Tile-boards 
• 6 different basic types, plus variants for 

boundaries 
Tile-modules = tile-boards + scintillator 

• individual or mega-tiles 
• cast or moulded scintillator 

New technical challenges 
• high-speed data transfer  

• 2x 1GB/s / ASIC 
• Cooling of SiPMs through PCB 
• Thermo-mechanical issues +- 40 oC  
• Rad-hard components 

Basic R&D: 
• scintillator and SiPM radiation tolerance

The DESY part.
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Figure 8.19: Diagram of an outer scintillator/SiPM tileboard showing the arrangement of cables
from the inner tileboard crossing this tileboard vertically enroute to the motherboard and the
adapter boards which connect the Twinax and voltage supply cables to this tileboard.

Figure 8.20: Example of a 2-module-long silicon motherboard.
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Automated Production and Quality Assurance
Establishing the concept.

In addition test infrastructures: 
• Multi-channel SiPM tests 
• Automated ASIC tests 
• PCB tests using LEDs 
• Coscmic tests after tile assembly

AHCAL: latest mass assembly activities

23.05.2017 AHCAL Overview, TIPP17 (yong.liu@uni-mainz.de) 10

• Surface-mount tile design
– Baseline design for the tech. prototype
– 6 new SMD-HBUs assembled in 2016

• New SiPMs with updated tile design
– 2017: ~170 new boards will be fully 

assembled and tested

• New generation of SiPMs
– Reduced DCR and low inter-pixel crosstalk 
– Noise free in AHCAL
– Improved uniformity (SiPM- and pixel-wise)

Camera system 
with flash light

Pick-and-place 
head

Tray for tiles 
to be placed

1.3%

Low crosstalk SiPM

Tile position

SMD-SiPM

LED

25.09.2017 | Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz

New Pick and Place Machine at Uni Mainz

8

Custom made reels (56 mm)
• 420 tiles stored in a reel
• Feeder for the pick and place machine.
• Test for placing the tiles stored in the reels in 

progress.

injection-moulded tiles reflector wrapping machine tile-board assembly

read-out boards LED tests
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Mixed Cassette Mockup

• Thermal mock-up at Fermilab 
• Mock-up tileboard study SiPM 

cooling

Effort at Fermilab
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Mixed Cassette Mockup

• Thermal mock-up at Fermilab 
• Mock-up tileboard study SiPM 

cooling

Effort at Fermilab

8

Temperature Measurements 

Maral Alyari

7

8

1114

19

X X

7.0 ºC 
3.6 ºC 
2.7 ºC

3.2 ºC 
1.0 ºC 
1.7 ºC

2.9 ºC 
1.8 ºC 
1.3 ºC

3.2 ºC 
2.0 ºC 
1.5 ºC

4.3 ºC 
2.5 ºC 
1.9 ºC

• 3.3 V is applied 
• ΔT = THeaters on  - THeaters off 
• no foam - no screws - with Kapton 
• with foam - no screws - with Kapton 
• with foam - with screws - with Kapton
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Common CALICE CMS beam test

• Silicon electromagnetic and front 
hadronic section: 90 modules with 6” 
wafers 

• SiPM-on-Tile backing section = CALICE 
AHCAL prototype (156 modules 

• Common DAQ: EUDAQ2  
• CALICE and CMS will exchange data 

on calibrated hit level

Ongoing as we speak.
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Summary
No conclusion.

CMS High Granularity Calorimeter upgrade taking up momentum after approval of TDR. 
Ambitious project - aggressive schedule 

Largely building on CMS silicon tracking and LC calorimeter experience. 

Several CALICE groups actively contributing, strong US-CMS involvement. 

Exciting to directly connect LC and LHC expertise. 



Back-up
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HGCAL scintillator R&D plan
2-3 years.
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Read-out electronics
Front-end based on CALICE developments

160 Chapter 8. Electronics and electrical systems

Figure 8.15: Schematic diagram of the current conveyor used by the CALICE Collaboration.

capacitive divider may not be compatible with the ToT architecture and may require a mod-3344

ified architecture with a dual-gain and two ADCs. In this case, while the power dissipation3345

would remain similar since the ToT TDC would be removed, the digital part of the HGCROC3346

would have to be adapted to handle both data formats. The solution with a current mirror3347

has therefore a better compatibility with the standard readout, at the price of a slightly worse3348

noise performance. The final choice between the two architectures will need more detailed3349

simulations and tests with irradiated SiPMs.3350

8.1.3 Concentrator3351

The Concentrator performs the first level of event building for both the trigger data and for the3352

DAQ accepted data. These functions are essentially and logically totally independent, but are3353

performed within the same chip. The Concentrator receives BX synchronous trigger data pack-3354

ets from the HGCROCs, performs some selection on them and builds an output data packet,3355

that is then sent to the BE electronics where complete computation is performed.3356

In parallel to this, the Concentrator receives also DAQ data which in this case is not required to3357

arrive synchronously from the HGCROCs. The DAQ information is re-organized and a second3358

level of event building is performed (the first having occurred in the HGCROCs themselves).3359

Input to the Concentrator are 1.44 Gb/s serial links using the CLPS standard. The Concentrator3360

provides 100 W internal termination resistors suitable to terminate the CLPS signals. Output are3361

10.24 Gb/s links. Electrically the output links are derived from the LpGBT high speed serializer3362

design, but the endoding is limited to a single type of format, namely the FEC-5 format. The3363

specifications of the LpGBT output format and electrical characteristics are described in [17].3364

Due to the high speed and low power requirements, the Concentrator is designed for a 65 nm3365

technology powered for consistency with the digital logic of the front-end chip at 1.2 V.3366

The Concentrator has up to 72 1.44 Gb/s inputs and three 10.24 Gb/s output links. Each of the3367

input and outputs can be configured by slow control programming to be part of the trigger or3368

DAQ data event building tree.3369

HGCROC derived from SKIROC and SPIROC  
• 1 GB/s data, 1GB/s trigger output 
• ADC, TDC, ToA and ToT 
• ToT not compatible with AC coupling 
• Analoge input stage using current conveyor a 

la KLauS (Heidelberg)
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of the on-detector electronics for the scintillator/SiPM detector lay-
ers.

3.1.3 Data rates and data transfer

A single HGCROC serves 70 (78) channels for large (small) cells sensors, respectively. This
includes two calibration cells and four channels, not connected to any pad, which are used for
common-mode subtraction. The data stored in the HGCROC buffer are read after an L1-accept,
with every channel above a threshold of 0.5 MIP being sent to the DAQ system, while chan-
nels below 0.5 MIP are normally suppressed. The threshold will be adjustable at the level of
⇡0.1 MIP. The fraction of events for which a channel is above threshold is strongly dependent
on the position of the channel within the HGCAL, as well as on the pileup rate and, for the
120 µm sensors, to some extent on the noise. Figure 3.6 shows the average fractional channel
occupancy resulting from pileup corresponding to a mean of 200 interactions per bunch cross-
ing, with no extra occupancy due to physics events included. The data rates were estimated
using the simulation described in Section 10.3.1.2. The occupancy varies from around 60% at
high |h| in the front layers to less than 5% at the rear outer edge of the silicon sensors, and
lower than 1% in the rear scintillator areas.

The format of the channel data is dynamic and includes the ADC value, the ToA value for
charges above a 10 fC threshold and the ToT value for charges above a 150 fC threshold, as well
as the value of the ADC in the previous bunch crossing if it was above 2.5 MIP. A detailed
description of the data format can be found in Section 8.1.7, and is summarized in Fig. 8.24.
With the proposed format, the required bandwidth per HGCROC ASIC in the most occupied
region (the fine-granularity sensors located at small radius after ⇡7 radiation lengths) does not
exceed 0.8 Gb/s for a L1 trigger rate of 750 kHz and can therefore be safely transmitted to the
concentrator with a single 1.44 Gb/s electrical link.

A single HGCROC sends 16 (8) trigger sums for a large (small) cells sensor respectively, each
sum corresponding to an area of ⇡4.5 cm2. All the trigger sums (compressed to 8 bits each)
are transmitted at 40 MHz to the concentrator with four (two) 1.44 Gb/s electrical links. In
the concentrator, a threshold of 2 transverse MIPs (MIP multiplied by the trigger cell sin q,
henceforth designated MIPT) is applied. To avoid possible bias due to the suppression, for
example in the computation of Emiss

T at the trigger level, the sum of all the cells in the HGCROC
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Trigger and Reconstruction Performance

• Jet trigger efficiency quite insensitive to pile-up 
• Jet rate ~10 kHz before isolation and track matching

Exploit dense core of objects 

L1 ET > 150 

• Energy resolution insensitive to pile-up 
• stochastic term 24…31 %


